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New Service Delivers
Copies of Journal
Articles to
Researchers
Service will save Researchers
Hours of Time
Fondren Library will begin a
pilot project this summer to deliver
photocopies of library material to Rice
faculty and staff. This new library service
will save researchers hours of valuable
time ordinarily spent in tracking down
articles and photocopying them.
The new Document Delivery
Service will offer professors and administrators a new kind of convenience,
information delivered when they need it.
Researchers will have a variety of ways to
request document copies from the service,
with requests taken by campus and
(cont. p.4)
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Una Gourlay, director of Community Services, discusses document delivery
plans with Jennifer Cargill, Associate University Librarian, and Beth
Shapiro, University Librarian.

Online Services EPIC & RLIN Provide
Access to Hundreds of U.S. and
International Libraries' Collections
EPIC and RLIN, two immense
online catalogs of the combined holdings
of hundreds of libraries, can now be
searched at Fondren Library, making
millions of items available to researchers
through interlibrary loan. These "Union
Catalogs" enable keyword searches for
Rice faculty and graduate students of the
holdings of the biggest libraries in the
world.
In the past twenty years, libraries
have made great strides in using automation and technology to assist researchers in
accessing information. Previously,

scholars attempting to completely research
a subject had to either travel from one
major library to the next consulting the
catalog and special collections of each or
consult printed union lists and catalogs, if
available. For example, if a person was
researching the subject "medieval painting," and wanted to know what the New
York Public Library owned, he would
have to travel to New York or find a
printed catalog of the New York Public
Library's holdings. Now this information
is available by searching union catalogs
with the assistance of a computer.
(cont. p.4)
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Planning New Library Services

Report from the University Librarian
Beth J. Shapiro

Welcome to the first issue of News
From Fondren. We have initiated this
newsletter in order to better communicate
information about our plans, programs,
collections, and services to the Rice
University community. This newsletter
will be published three times per year: in
September, January, and April.
In each issue, I will report on an area
of importance. In this first issue, I will
focus on the planning process we are
about to undertake.

At the present time we are putting
the finishing touches on goals statements
that will describe how we accomplish our
mission. Then, short-term objectives will
be established that will describe the annual
activities and special projects to be
accomplished. Each year, new objectives
will be established for the library.

"... a library is more than a
collection of books; it is an
essential campus resource"

Mission of the Fondren Library

Planning Process

For the past several months, we have
been refining the Library's Mission
Statement. This is the first step in initiating an annual planning process. We hope
that this process will provide us with a
clear programmatic focus and direction as
we approach the 21st Century. Our
mission is as follows:
" ... to support the instructional,
research, and public service programs of
the University, including its strong
commitment to undergraduate and
graduate education, to the advancement of
literature, science and art, and to the
pursuit of excellence in all activities. The
collections and services of the Fondren
Library are based on the philosophy that a
library is more than a collection of books;
it is an essential campus resource with
knowledgeable staff and evolving information technologies where emerging and
established scholars acquire information
and gather in an atmosphere conducive to
learning and other creative endeavors."

In addition to implementing an
annual planning process, we are in the
midst of implementing a long-range
planning process that will focus on several
important library operations. One important focus will be on space and facilities.
During the Fall Semester, we will work
with a library space planning specialist to
identify the spacial and facilities needs for
library collections and services at Rice.
A second focus will be on the
library's collection management and
development program. A task force will be
appointed and charged with developing an
action plan addressing the following:
collection development policy review and
design; selection procedures relative to
priorities of serials and monographs in the
materials budget; and the development of
formal procedures for ensuring appropriate collaboration between library staff and
the faculty in the collection development
process. We expect faculty to be integrally
involved with this planning focus.

Another task force will be appointed
to review library services and to develop a
plan for enhancing the library's image
within the University. A major thrust of
this task force will be directed towards
identifying new service opportunities for
the library and promoting those services.
All of these activities will feed into
the development of a strategic plan for the
library. We are recommending that the
President appoint a campus-wide Library
Planning Board to develop a five-year
library strategic plan that will address such
issues as funding, staffing, collections,
services, and technology.
As you can see, we expect to be
quite busy in the coming months. We look
forward to working with you as we forge
new directions for library collections and
services at Rice University.
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Free Access to CD-ROM Databases Saves
Researchers Hours of Time and Hundreds of Dollars
What new technology is making
information available at no cost to the
researcher, which as recently as five years
ago could be obtained only at the cost of
hundreds or even thousands of dollars?
This new information tool is known as
CD-ROM (compact disk--read only
memory). With significant storage
capabilities, CD-ROM allows for compilation of large amounts of data and for
powerful manipulation of that data at no
cost to the user. Fondren Library is
acquiring an increasing number of CDROM tools for Rice faculty and student
use (see listing on next page for current
CD-ROM titles).
One category of CD-ROM
currently available in the library includes
the bibliographic tools--CD-ROMs which
contain information about books or
periodical articles. Bibliographic CDROM indexes are available for a range of
specific subject literature (business, fine
arts, life sciences, geosciences, social
sciences, literary criticism and religion to
name a few), as well as general interest
publications (newspapers and popular
journals). Not all subjects or time periods
are yet available--for those which are, the
researcher no longer need search laboriously through printed indexes or pay for
expensive online searches.
A second type of CD-ROM
available for use are those containing fulltext information. These currently include
English-language abstracts of Japanese
patents, a directory of US businesses, the
1985 Congressional Record, residential
telephone listings for the US, and public
domain software for Macintosh and IBM/
compatible computers.
The third category of CD-ROM
tools available through the library contains
data sets. These are accompanied by
simple access software for general use-they are commonly dBase ill+-com patible, allowing for more geological/
geophysical data, health statistics, and

demographics. The 1990 Census discs,
for example, will allow the researcher
using a PC to analyze voter characteristics
in the city's various districts, to do
marketing analysis by zip code, or to
evaluate housing values by neighborhood
(for Houston or other metropolitan areas).
Previously, research of this nature might
require the researcher to spend hundreds
of dollars for mainframe data tapes,
specialized programming and mainframe
computing time.
CD-ROM, by cumulating large
amounts of basic information in electronic
form, allows faculty and student research-

ers to perform comprehensive literature
searches and quickly construct data for
unique research projects.
For more information on the CDROM resources available at Fondren
Library, stop by or call either the main
Reference Desk (285-5113 or campus
extension 5113) or Government Publications (523-2417 or campus extension
2587).

Kerry Keck
Government Publications Librarian

CD-ROM data sources like the 1990 Census discs can be analyzed far more quickly
and conveniently than equivalent print sources. Librarian Kerry Keck assists
researchers with census and other CD-ROM resources in Fondren's government
documents department.
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New Document Delivery Service
(cont. from p. 1)

•ABI!INFORM
(Business and accounting)
•ART INDEX
(Art and Art History)
• BOOKS IN PRINT PLUS
(Books currently in print)
• CENSUS DISK
(U. S. Census information)
• CC LIFE SCIENCES COLLECTION
(General biology, and ecology)
•COMPENDEX
(Engineering)
•COMPUTER LIBRARY
(Computer trade journals)
•GEOREF
(Geology)
•INFOTRAC
(Popular magazines and book reviews)
•LISA
(Information science and librarianship)
•MACGUIDE
(Public domain Macintosh software)
•MARCIVE
(Depository Prog. U.S. Documents)

• MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY
(Literary critisicm)
•NATIONAL NEWSPAPER INDEX
(Major United States newspapers)
•PATENT DATABASE
(U. S. patents)
• PG-SIG LIBRARY
(Public domain IBM PC software)
•PAIS
(Political science)
•PSYCLIT
(Psychology and related fields)
• RELIGION INDEXES
(Religion)
• SCIENCE CITATION INDEX
(Science articles citation information)
• SOCIAL SCIENCE CITATION INDEX
(Social sci. articles citation information)
•STANDARD & POOR'S CORP. DIR.
(Information about corporations)

electronic mail, as well as at a drop-off
point in the library. Delivery charges will
be handled in the same way as other
research expenses, through departmental
accounts or grants. During the trial phase
of the project, photocopies of libraryowned materials from our journal and
microfilm collections will be delivered to
researchers via campus mail. If the initial
program is successful, the library will
consider future enhancements such as
expanding it to include other library
material formats. Charges for this service
will be modest, with billing on a monthly
basis by interdepartmental transfer. Many
details of this exciting new service are still
being finalized. A notice will be distributed on campus concerning the exact
starting date, costs, etc.
For more information on Fondren
Library's new Document Delivery
Service, contact Fondren Community
Services at 528-3553.
Una Gourlay
Director, Community Services

Online Services EPIC & RLIN
(cont. from p. 1)
There are two major online union
catalog network , the Research Libraries
Information Network (RLIN) and the
Online Computer Library Catalog
(OCLC). Both databases reflect the
holdings of major research libraries
throughout the United States, as well as
selected Canadian and British institutions.
Both also contain information about and
locations for books, serials, sound
recordings, scores, maps, archives and
manuscripts, and audiovisual materials.
The RLIN network contains
records from primarily large research
institutions such as Yale, Harvard,
Princeton, Stanford, and the University of
Iowa. Books or manuscripts can be
searched and located by using the main

RLIN database and then requested via
interlibrary loan. In addition to the main
database catalog, other specialized
databases are searchable on the RLIN
network. Also included are the A very
Index to Architectural Periodicals; a
research-in-progress database, which
contains listings of articles accepted for
publication in a select group of scholarly
journals as well as grants funded by the
National Endowment for the Humanities;
a database of art sales catalogs; and the
Eighteenth Century Short Title Catalog
(ESTC). The ESTC database contains
bibliographic records for publications
printed between 1701 and 1800 in Great
Britain and its colonies. Fondren owns the
printed index to the Eighteenth Century

Short Title Catalog and subscribes to the
microfilm collection.
The OCLC database contains
holdings information from approximately
ten thousand libraries, ranging from
academic libraries to large public libraries.
Rice lists its library holdings on the OCLC
network. Examples of other OCLC
libraries include those at Duke, Emory,
Vanderbilt, Texas A & M, and the
University of Texas. OCLC has been
accessible at the reference desk for many
years, but has only recently added subject
access. Both systems are now accessible
by keyword (subject), phrase, and author
searches. RLIN and OCLC also make it

(cont. p. 6)
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New Online Catalog Techniques Give Researchers Improved Access to
Library Holdings
Fondren's online catalog LIBRIS
gives researchers the power to search
through the library's holdings in ways
never possible with the card catalog.
Faculty and graduate students can perform
keyword and multiple subject heading
searches on the library's holdings, in
addition to standard title and author
searches. All books and current journal
subscriptions held by the Fondren Library
are now listed in LffiRIS.
Keyword searching in LIBRIS is
especially powerful since the computer
looks for the terms in all sections of the
bibliographic record. Consequently, a
keyword search for "ecosystem" will
locate that term in titles and contents notes
as well as in subject headings. Words can
be linked in a keyword search to retrieve
materials on topics which combine
concepts. In addition, words can be
truncated in order to retrieve different
forms of the word.
The keyword search is a useful
way to search for a book or journal when
only partial publication information is
known. If the remembered information,
such as several words from the title and
the publisher, is typed into LIBRIS, it is
usually possible to locate an item if it is in
the library's holdings. Difficult to locate
materials such as transactions and proceedings can often be found through the
use of a keyword search.
Partial information on a reference
need not be a barrier when searching by
author or title. If you know an author's
last name, typing that name in an author
search will allow you to scan a list of
authors with that same last name. Typing
the first few words of a title will produce a
list of titles which start with those words.
A search for "Gone with" would lead to
Gone with the Wind as well as similar
titles.
It is not necessary to come to
Fondren Library to search LffiRIS. You
can search the catalog 24 hours a day via

the campus network or a personal computer equipped with a modem and
communications software. References can
be printed out or downloaded onto a
computer disk.
In addition to searching LffiRIS
for a needed source, you can access
several national databases at the reference
desk. OCLC, an international cataloging
database, can be searched for bibliographic and location information when
titles and/or authors are known. EPIC and
RLIN provide similar information with the

addition of subject access (see related
article, p. 1). The National Union Catalog, a print source, can be scanned for
books and other materials cataloged by the
Library of Congress and other United
States libraries.
For information on LIBRIS and
for instructions on dialing in, stop by the
reference desk or phone the reference staff
at 285-5113 or campus ·extension 5113.
Jane Segal
User Education Librarian

Reference librarians are always happy to explain the more advanced features of
LIBRIS to library users. Hard-to-find titles can often be identified using a
keyword search. Here librarian Jane Segal assists philosophy professor Dick
Grandy.
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Online Services EPIC & RLIN Provide Access to Hundreds of U.S.
and International Libraries' Collections
(cont. from p. 4)
possible to use Boolean operators such as
"AND" "OR" and "NOT," as well as
truncation to locate materials. These
systems are very powerful research tools
for scholar .
To find out more about searching
RLIN and OCLC, call the reference desk

at the Fondren Library at 285-5113 or
campus extension 5113.
Sara Lowman
Co-Director, Reference/
Collection Development
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SUMMER SEMESTER
INFORMATION UPDATE
(for May 1 - August 25)
Library Summer Hours:
Mon- Fri
Saturday
Sunday

7:45AM-8PM
10AM-6PM
Closed

Closed for Holidays:
Memorial Day
Sat, May 25 - Mon, May 27
Fourth of July
Thur, July 4- Sun, July 7

Frequently Called Numbers
Reference
Comp. Res. Center
Bus. Info. Center
Fine Arts Library
Circulation

285-5113
527-4076
527-6062
527-4832
527-4021

If a book is unavailable at Fondren, reference librarians such as Sara Lowman,

pictured above, can find it for a researcher using the new EPIC and RLIN
services.
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